
WHALE RIDER ESSAY

Essay on The Whale Rider. Words5 Pages. This book really grabbed me right from the beginning of the story. The story
begins with the birth of fraternal.

The story of Paikea was created and influenced by a man and a woman who both understand the complexities
of the Maori lifestyle, and the difficulties that go along with living as a part of it. Only adolescent males were
able to partake of the joy of becoming a chief. Koro is seen as the main upholder of tradition, and the central
crisis of tradition is that those who do know and uphold the tradition are dying off and there are fewer, and
fewer people to teach and lead future generations. Eventually, Porourangi found out she was training behind
his back when Pai knocked one of the boys down to the ground. The creation myths power permits the
courageous woman, Pai, to find her actual calling as a real leader of the Maori tribe. He barely acknowledges
her. Pai portrays how a young female with strength, both mentally and physically, can overcome challenges
others could not have imagined. Winter may represent stagnation. Many of the obstacles she completed were
to be achieved by males, not females. According to feminists, films, magazines, fashion, books, music, and
humor cooperate in conveying the message that women are there to be used, abused and exploited. Research
has shown that orca whales are among the most intelligent creatures on this earth. Who has the courage to be
the leader? The first scene we see with Pai is the interaction with her aunts. Kahu does seem to demonstrate
many traits of a good leader. Koro, the elderly tribe leader of the Maori people, desperately searches for his
successor, while losing sight of how his ideal successor is actually before him: his granddaughter. Pai
embodies the qualities of a leader, a very strong, brave, and skilled young female. Are there parallel? Being
the Whale Rider is the passing of the tribal torch of leadership. By tradition the heir to the leadership of the
Maori tribe has to be the first born son- a direct patrilineal descendant of Paikea. A few years later, when Pai is
a bit older, we see life is getting more stressful for them all as a family. What does each story tell us about the
other? Also they get stressed out from being confined to a limited space Unknown to Porourangi, Pai trained
every minute in the shadows and was trained by her uncle in staff combat. Conflict is an important issue in
this film because it causes rupture among an already fractured family. The next day a whole bunch of whales
washed up on shore and everybody was trying to shove them back into the water, but none of them would
budge. For example, throughout history, religion has played a pivotal role in the development of individuals,
including the evolution of societies This film was from a female's point of view, to make the viewer
understand the unique challenges woman have to face in society and to show how things have changed. Her
father prohibited her from training or enjoying the lessons that the boys went through every day after school.
At the religious grounds, they will go through four trials to prove which of the young men are the best of the
best is. What does the spear represent? Pai loves Koro more than anyone in the world, but she must fight him
and a thousand years of tradition to fulfil her destiny. Pai, an year-old girl in a patriarchal New Zealand tribe,
believes she is destined to be the new chief. All of these teach him about himself and his strength.
Assumptions about the right path or choice in life are always thrown into question because life has a way of
throwing you a curveball. All the different family formations are apart of what Waddell argues that no matter
who is apart of a family, they help or hinder the emotional growth of those who belong to it p. Throughout the
film, Koro. Many believe orcas to be part of the whale family, however orcas are actually part of the dolphin
family. Orcas, Killer Whales, are not actually Whales, in fact, they are a part of the Dolphin family. Pai is
portrayed as the protagonist of the story and is unable to understand the connection between myth, culture and
family, which is very crucial in the Maori culture Any type of essay. How would one live. When I was
directing the film I wanted to keep the traditional Maori culture as a main feature of the film and also represent
the changes to the culture through generational differences. A girl would not be able to carry the Maori
tradition, or so Koro thought. When a girl is born, the first grandchild of that generation, her great-grandfather
Koro is terribly disappointed. Progressing through, Paikea is now ten years old, at this point in time a new
chief has to be named, so all he little boys that are ten and above are gathered from the village to go to the
ceremony grounds.


